
Birthday Parties At 
The ONE Arts Center



How Will It Go?
All of our birthday parties will have a time for kids to create freely, and 
have a main activity of your choice! During free create time children 
can make creations with fuse beads, build with legos, and have access 
to crayons, markers, paper, glue sticks, scissors, pencils and other 
basic art supplies. 

You are welcome to bring snacks, drinks, and treats for the party! 
After free create time and the activity of your choice we can sing 
happy birthday and have cake if that is part of your birthday party 
plan! We have a kitchen in the back of the Arts Center with a small 
fridge and a sink. We will clean it all up!



Pick Your Party!
Activities are organized by age, based on what generally works best for 
kids based on developmental abilities and topics of interest. 

These are not set in stone! You know your child best, so let us know what 
you want. If you have another idea or theme we can work with you to make 
the best birthday party for your child!



Ages 2-4
Puppet Party
For this activity, kids will roll golf balls in a box with paint and their puppet animal, and then use their 
painted critter to make a paper bag puppet! Kids can play with their puppet to put on a show in our 
puppet theater!

Sock Caterpillars
For this activity kids will stuff long socks and glue buttons and fabric on and wrap them in yarn to create 
their own stuffed caterpillar!

Butterfly or Fairy Wings
For this activity kids will paint a giant (kid sized) pair of wings to their own magical fantastic vision, and 
be able to wear them so that by the time they leave the party they will be flying!

Royal Crown
For this activity kids will decorate their own crown with jewels and sparkles to be the royalty they see 
themselves as!
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Ages 4-6
Claws and Paws Monster Mash
For this activity kids will paint a monster with forks and then make springy legs and use their own paint 
hand prints and choose from a mix of claws and paws to complete their monster!

Artist Trading Cards
For this activity kids will create 8 small pieces of art in mediums of their choice from paint, collage, 
drawing or stickers, and then we will have a  trade with their fellow artists to collect a variety of artists’ 
work!

Sock Caterpillars (pictures in 2-4 section)
For this activity kids will stuff long socks and glue buttons and fabric on and wrap them in yarn to create 
their own stuffed caterpillar!

Butterfly or Fairy Wings (pictures in 2-4 section)
For this activity kids will paint a giant (kid sized) pair of wings to their own magical fantastic vision, and 
be able wear them so that by the time they leave the party they will be flying!

Royal Crown (pictures in 2-4 section)
For this activity kids will decorate their own crown with jewels and sparkles to be the royalty they see 
themselves as! 
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Ages 7-12
Trading Cards (pictures in 4-6 section)
For this activity kids will create 8 small pieces of art in mediums of their choice from 
paint, collage, drawing or stickers, and then trade with their fellow artists to collect a 
variety of artists’ work!

Make a Bouquet of Cupcake Flowers
For this activity kids will color and paint on paper cupcake liners and create a 
bouquet of flowers that they will arrange in a jar full of colors!

Tiny Clay Food
For this activity kids will use clay to explore and create their own birthday meal fit 
for a teeny tiny party! 
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Any Age
Paint a Banner with your Hands
Wear a smock for this party! We will have a huge piece of paper and 
plenty of paint available. Kids will use their hands to make a huge 
bright birthday banner! We can use painting tape to write a message 
of your choice on the banner, and the birthday kid can take it home. 
Finger painting and sensory play is great for all ages!

Paint Party
Any age can have a painting party! Tell us what your child likes and we 
will design an acrylic canvas painting and teach it step by step!
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